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"Aesthetics is
for artists
what ornithology
is for birds."
Barnett Newman
(presentation to aesthetics experts,
4th Annual Woodstock Conference, 1952)

1. In terms of sign theory, beauty can be interpreted as a kind of index, i.e. as a
reference technique:
Beauty refers to a
"present absence"
(Gunnar Hindrichs, "The Absolute
and the Subject, Frankfurt 2002).
2. The Magic of the Beautiful lies in the fact that it visually provides a nagual quality
(= the absence) as a tonal quality (the presence) in such a way that this magic
can become the cause of a "beautiful experience" for its own sake:
 The Magic of the Beautiful is

generated by the invisible nagual.

 The cause for experiencing beauty

is the Magic of the Beautiful.

 The Magic of the Beautiful consists of

the nagual, which is included in the
tonal of the artwork.
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3. The more uniquely that the tonal carrier of a work of art can shape and transport
this included presence, the more intensely the Magic of the Beautiful can be
experienced.
4. Art’s lack of freedom and interest that is required by many philosophers (Kant,
among others) finds its justification here:
 If you try to consistently orient the tonal of an artwork to the nagual included

presence, you end up with concepts of "art for art’s sake".

 However, if you perform art for art’s sake, the artistic means for representing

its own beauty are exaggerated (or turn into kitsch).

 The more that this is successful, the more that the index function of beauty

dissipates:
 Beauty "dissolves" the absence (= nagual).
 The beauty that is shown becomes an icon of the beautiful, i.e. a selfsimilarity, and often becomes the symbol of the beautiful, i.e. a convention.
 As a result, absence loses its presence.
 Conclusion: the Magic of the Beautiful decays in the presentation of an
empty beauty.
Note: This self-extermination effect (beauty exterminating magic) is very
evident in abstract painting. If you own such a work and look at it often, you
will see how quickly redundancy effects escalate. Towards the end, you will
primarily see only your own early experiences and your interpretations (i.e.
icons stored in your memory) as well as the official cultural significance of
artists or of artwork (i.e. cultural convention).
5. However, "art for art’s sake" beauty excludes not only nagual magic, but also the
observer (the subject) from the creation process of the nagual magic. This is
accomplished by materializing (tonalizing) the "most beautiful beauty" (which is
subjectively often experienced as " the sublime"). However, when optimal beauty
appears as an object … i.e. it becomes an icon or symbol … the work of art
reinforces "the normal implementations" (Hindrichs) that the subject carries out.
This means:
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The Ego unites its self-reflection
with the observation of the iconic
or symbolic work of art.
The beauty of the work of art
causes the Ego "to exist entirely
for itself" (Hindrichs).
6. When the Ego exists entirely for itself in this sense, it closes itself off from that
what it is not. In the process of reinforcing itself, the Ego thus loses access to the
Absolute (i.e. to the nagual). It loses its
speculative access to the secret.
7. It follows that the Ego becomes incapable of "thinking itself in the analogy
against itself" (Hindrichs):
The experience of a beautiful image
separates the subject
from its own home.
8. This is what is tragic in the classical concept of beauty:
 Beauty wants to guide the Mind and the Ego as an index system to the

sublime, i.e. to experiencing the Absolute or the nagual.

 But while this task is being performed, the beautiful work of art is transformed

into an icon or symbol. It loses its nagual index function: it no longer acts as a
reference to a present absence. Beauty becomes the hero of the tonal … it
becomes the cult of presence. However, this means that the work of art loses
its magic. And this magic is compensated by the processes of iconization and
symbolization.

Note: In modern Art, iconization occurs due to the fetishization of individual
works of art or artists (i.e. as a result of show rituals). And symbolization
occurs mainly because of the loads of money (e.g. the ever-higher auction
records).
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 At the same time, beauty controls the process of self-reflection in such a

manner that the Ego excludes the unknown: because it exists entirely for itself,
it becomes incapable of turning – as an Ego of creation – to the Now of
creation (= nagual). The subject renounces its primal task, which consists of
"twisting itself out of itself" (Hindrichs). The Ego becomes incapable of selftranscendence. It loses its natural reference to transversality.
9. To summarize it in keywords:
 The beauty in art displaces

the Magic of the Beautiful
(= nagual resonances).
 The beauty in art makes

the Ego incapable of
uniting with nagual
resonances.

10. In this context, art would be continuously forced to drop into the zone of
irrelevance and into the experience category of redundancy. Iconization and
symbolization are performed to prevent this from happening.
11. From this perspective, the current "relational aesthetics" can be interpreted as
follows:
People attempt to reinsert the subject into art without having to return to the
"old" criteria of beauty, the sublime, intention, and the cult of genius.
The hype involving curators and the worldwide boom in biennials are indicators
for this ambition. The instruments for this are:
 provocation / agitation
 "join us" activism / participation
 enchantment with the world / poeticization of reality
 entertainment / originality
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12. The problem with these relational ambitions is that these are tonal strategies. As
a result, the Ego is excited more strongly … more strongly as is the case for e.g.
art for art’s sake. But in general:
Tonal strategies open neither
the Mind nor the Ego
to the Now of creation (nagual).
13. The relational ambitions can be described as follows:
They are the first stage
in the erosion of beauty.
14. We are looking for a new type of art that is capable of fulfilling two objectives:
1 - The objective is to transcend the omnipresence of the tonal in the Mind.
This is the duty of transversal aesthetics with the
instrument of a contingent over-complexity.
The factor for the effect is based on the
activation of the idling network in the brain.
2 - The objective is to activate the Ego in such a way that it is capable of opening
itself to the nagual.
15. We are also searching for a new relationship between the work of art and beauty
… i.e. an efficient instrumentalization of the Magic of the Beautiful which is in
principle immortal because it is tangible creation. This means:
 renunciation of showing
 turning towards causing

Classical beauty works well in the strategy of showing. The Magic of the
Beautiful, which is an index function, works only as intentional causing, e.g. in
the form of visual Brain Machines. As a result:
Art for Brain
instead of
Art for Beauty.
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16. Whether causing is successful can best be seen when the secret of the work of
art becomes greater and greater the more often you look at the artwork (i.e. the
opposite of redundancy). This happens when the work of art … or, more
precisely, the chain of interactions between the work, the person (Mind), the
human spirit, and the nagual … functions in such a way that tacit knowledge (the
Code of Better Becoming) can reveal itself in the super-consciousness of the
person.
When this is the case, the absence becomes so present
that the secret becomes a type of beauty
that cannot be seen:
The secret is the beauty.
17. So what happens with the beauty? In the context of "ART FOR BRAIN", it
sacrifices itself completely to the Magic of the Beautiful. Beauty loses its intrinsic
aesthetic value … its cultural external definition. Beauty becomes intrinsic to the
core. This means that everything is permitted as long as it serves the goal of
guiding the Mind to the human spirit and the nagual. Everything is good when it
helps the subject to find and strengthen its inherent relationship to transversality:
Beauty is no longer
a visual quality.
Beauty is the quality
of internal causing.
The outer visual beauty
is created by the Mind
and presented as the material.
The Magic of the Beautiful
appears as a secret in the
super-consciousness and
is created by the nagual.
This means that beauty becomes a part of the index function that is oriented
towards helping the Ego to transcend itself in such a manner that it is capable of
finding its home in the Now of Becoming.
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BEAUTY AND THE BRAIN

In this age, beauty is failing as a materialized visuality for calling the sublime, i.e. it
no longer functions for people with an excitation brain*).

 Beauty no longer functions as an

external instrument of Calling.

 Beauty is therefore disappearing as

materialized visuality (= classical
aesthetics).

 Beauty is no longer the creator

for an effect ( index function);
instead, it is transforming itself
into an effect ( nagual resonance):
Beauty is changing
from the cause (external)
to the effect (internal).

Intrinsic Turn

*)

More than 60% of people in Germany have this type of brain. This development will
increase continuously due to the intensive digitization of consciousness processes.
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INTRINSIC TURN … WHAT TYPE OF ART?

If there is to be a type of art that works as the creator of internal causes … i.e.
beauty for intrinsic effects … then there can be only one type of art whose
materialized visuality is created in such a manner that
 the perception of the artwork

creates a perception trance
( contingent over-complexity).

ART FOR
BRAIN

 the mental processing of the work of art

in the brain ensures that the idling
network unites with waking
consciousness ( opening of the superconsciousness).

 ART FOR BRAIN does not work as cognitive/intellectual conceptual art.
 ART FOR BRAIN also does not work as decorative art, social intervention, event

art or art installations.
 In terms of the form of its presentation, ART FOR BRAIN needs a clear Me-You

dialog presentation, i.e.

images for the wall (private spaces)
images for a high viewing frequency
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